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a b s t r a c t
Westudy Small-World graphs in the perspective of their use in the development of efficient
as well as easy to implement network infrastructures. Our analysis starts from the Small-
World model proposed by Kleinberg: a grid network augmented with directed long-range
random links. The choices of the long-range links are independent from one node to
another. In this setting greedy routing and some of its variants have been analyzed and
shown to produce paths of polylogarithmic expected length.We start from askingwhether
all the randomness, used in Kleinberg’s model for establishing the long-range contacts of
the nodes, is indeed necessary to assure the existence of short paths. In order to deal with
the above question,we impose (stringent) restrictions on the choice of long-range links and
we show that such restrictions do not increase the average path length of greedy routing
and its variations.
We are able to decrease the number of random bits, required to establish each node’s
long-range link, from Ω(log n) to O(log log n) on a network of size n. Diminishing the
randomness in the choice of random links has several benefits; in particular, it implies an
increase in the clustering of the graph, thus increasing the resilience of the network.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In this paper we consider Small-World networks based on Kleinberg’s model [14,15]. We investigate the possibility of
diminishing the amount of randomness that nodes need in the choice of their long-range links, while keeping the short
greedy routes of the original model.
1.1. Small-World (SW) networks
The study of many large–scale real-world networks shows that such networks exhibit a set of properties that cannot be
totally captured by the traditional models: regular graphs, such as a Euclidean lattice, and random graphs (cf. Erdös and
Rényi random graphs [7]). Indeed, many biological and social networks occupy a position which is intermediate between
completely regular and random graphs. Such networks, commonly called Small-World networks, are characterized by the
following main properties:
• they tend to be large, in the sense that they contain n 1 nodes;
• they tend to be sparse, in the sense that each node is connected to an average of δ  n other nodes;
I An extended abstract of an early version of this work appeared in [Gennaro Cordasco, Luisa Gargano, ‘‘How Much Independent Should Individual
Contacts be to Form a Small-World?’’, in: Proc. of 17th International Symposium on Algorithms and Computation, ISAAC’06, Dec. 2006, Kolkata, India]. [4].∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +39 089969307.
E-mail addresses: cordasco@dia.unisa.it (G. Cordasco), lg@dia.unisa.it (L. Gargano).
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• they exhibit a small average shortest path length, typically logarithm of the number of nodes (as random graphs);
• they have a high clustering coefficient (unlike sparse random graphs).
We recall that the clustering coefficient Cv for a vertex v is the ratio of the number of links among v’s neighbors over the
number of links that could possibly exist among them. The graph clustering coefficient is the average clustering coefficient
over all the nodes of the graph [27].
The study of SW graphs was pioneered by Milgram [18] in the 1960s. In his famous experiment, people were asked to
send letters to unknown targets only through acquaintances. The result not only confirmed the belief that random pairs of
individuals are connected by short chains of acquaintances but also that people were able to route letters in a few hops by
forwarding them to one of their acquaintances.
The work by Milgram has been followed by several studies aimed to a better understanding and modeling of the SW
phenomenon. In particular, Watts and Strogatz [27] noticed that, unlike random graphs, real data networks tend to be
clustered. Following the notion that SW graphs interpolate between completely regular graphs and purely random graphs,
Watts and Strogatz proposed a novel network model, which is based on randomly rewiring each edge, of a regular graph,
according to a given probability p. For suitable values of p, this gives rise to networks having both the small average shortest
path length and the high level of clustering that are observed in natural and artificial networks (e.g. the network of actors’
cooperations, the neural wiring diagram of the worm C. elegans, food webs, power grids and so on).
1.2. Kleinberg’s model
Recently, Kleinberg [14] reconsidered an important algorithmic aspect of Milgram’s experiment: not only short length
paths exist but individuals are also able to deliver messages to unknown targets using short routes. Kleinberg proposed a
basic model that uses a two-dimensional grid as underlying interconnection, the grid is augmentedwith random links: each
node has an undirected local link to each of its grid neighbors and one directed long-range random link (which reaches a
node at lattice distance dwith probability proportional to d−2). Kleinberg proved that such graphs are indeed navigable, that
is, a simple greedy algorithm finds routes between any source and target using only O(log2 n) expected hops in a network
of n nodes [14].
Notice that navigability is an interesting property for a graph. Navigable graphs, in fact, can be easily used in the
development of efficient network infrastructures, such as for Peer-to-Peer systems, where neither flooding nor complex
routing protocols are to be used. Indeed, augmenting an overlay network with random links is also at the base of some
randomized Peer-to-Peer networks. Two examples are randomized Chord and Symphony [20].
Following [14], routing strategies that make use of an augmented topological awareness of the nodes have been
investigated under the SW model. Papers [19] and [20] consider the improvements obtainable over greedy routing in the
case inwhich the topological awareness of a node is augmented by the knowledge of the long-range contacts of all neighbors
of the node (Neighbor-of-Neighbor greedy routing). Such routing reaches the optimal O(log n/ log log n) expected number of
hops in SW percolation networks and in the randomized version of the Chord network [26] (both having O(log n) degree).
In [21] the authors consider the improvements obtainable if each node knows the long-range contacts of its closest O(log n)
neighbors on the grid (Indirect greedy routing), obtaining O(log1+1/s n) expected number of hops over an s-dimensional
lattice. The O(log1+1/s n) bound is also achieved in [10] by an oblivious greedy algorithm.
Recently, some work has been devoted to the study of networks obtained by adding long-range links to the nodes of a
generic underlying graph [6,9,25]. In particular, papers [11] and [12] give an upper bound1 of O˜(n1/3) and a lower bound of
Ω
(
n1/
√
log n
)
on the expected number of hops for greedy routing in such a case.
1.3. Low randomness Small-World networks
In a Kleinberg’s SWnetwork, the additional long-range random links represent the chance of generating shortcuts, which
plays a large role in creating short paths through the network as awhole. In the original Kleinberg’smodel, there is one long-
range link per node without any restriction (that is, each node can have a long-range link to any other node.) Hence each
node requires at leastΩ(log n) random bits to generate its long-range link. In this paperwe consider the following question:
Do the long-range contacts really need to be completely random, or some ‘‘long-range clustering’’ could instead be envisaged
in such a ‘‘navigable’’ network?
In other words, we investigate the problem of whether all the independence assumed in Kleinberg’s model among different
long-range contacts is indeed necessary to assure the existence of short greedy paths. We show that, up to a certain extent,
the answer to the above question is that the same (greedy) routing performances can be maintained if we limit the amount
of randomness that nodes use in the choice of long-range contacts.
1 Where the notation O˜ ignores the polylogarithmic factors.
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Why does one want to reduce randomization?
We first notice that, in the perspective of using SW graphs as a base for the development of network infrastructures, the
use of randomization increases the difficulties in the implementation and testing of applications. As an example, while in
a regular graph it can be assumed that the structure of the network is a global information, in a random graph the more
randomness is injected, the less information about its structure is available.
Moreover, Watts and Strogatz showed that for a regular graph, where some randomization is introduced, it holds that
the clustering coefficient is inversely proportional to the amount of injected randomization. Clustering is a very interesting
concept that is found in many natural and artificial phenomena. Hence, it represents a fundamental feature that a network
model, designed to describe complex networks, must posses.
As an example, in the perspective of the development of network infrastructures, we notice that besides diameter and
degree, some very important properties are the resilience to simultaneous node failures and the tolerance to hot spot
workload:
• The resilience of a network grows with the clustering coefficient of the underlying graph. Intuitively, a high clustering
coefficient provides several alternative paths throughwhich flow can pass, thus avoiding the failed component [17]. Also,
in [2] and [23] clustering has been identified as a topological structure that facilitates resilience to cascading failure.
• Clustering is also useful in a flash crowd scenario (i.e., when a node catches the attention of a large number of other nodes,
and gets an unexpected and overloading surge of traffic): high clustering implies an improved ability to handle heavy
traffic workload, allowing fast self-organization and replication of popular data object in the network infrastructure [13].
Hence, high clustering coefficient implies that the underlying network can effectively provide object lookup even under
heavy demands.
Therefore, it is worth investigating if, in analogywith real SW graphs [27], a SW interconnection can be obtained by using
a limited amount of randomness. This would allow both SW requirements (small average path length and high clustering)
to be obtained together with easy routing strategies.
Some work in this direction has been done in the context of Peer-to-Peer networks. Namely, paper [3] deals with the
problem of speeding-up bootstrap in the randomized Chord ring; this is attained by limiting the amount of randomization
needed for optimal routing in the network.
The extreme case of a deterministic augmentation strategy was considered in [8]. Such an augmentation provides a
O(log n) oblivious diameter for paths, trees and s-dimensional grids, for a fixed value of s. The proposed approach builds a
network where the added long-range links are exactly determined by nodes’ positions in the original graph. This method
deterministically designs a small-diameter network starting from the input graph and so the augmented network cannot be
considered as a pure SWnetwork. Moreover, it lacks of some interesting properties which hold for SWnetworks. Mainly, the
proposed network is based on a hierarchical structure providing very unbalanced traffic; it is easily observed that nodes on
the first levels are more congested than nodes on the latest levels. Hence, the network is not scalable in terms of congestion.
Furthermore, the proposed construction provides an O(log n) oblivious diameter only for grids having a constant number of
dimensions; namely, the diameter is O(s2 log n) for an augmented s-dimensional grid.
1.4. Our results
We start from Kleinberg’s model2 and proceed in two steps. In the first step, the choice of long-range links of a node
u is restricted to the nodes that differ from u in exactly one coordinate; namely, a node u = 〈u1, . . . , us〉 has its long-
range contacts chosen from nodes v = 〈v1, . . . , vs〉 for which there exists i (1 ≤ i ≤ s) such that vi 6= ui and vj = uj
for each j 6= i. We show that all the routing properties (for Greedy, Indirect and Neighbor-of-Neighbor routing strategies)
immediately translate to this restricted model, sometimes with easier proofs. In the case of greedy routing, such a result
was independently discovered in [12].
Ourmain result allows a stronger restriction on the long-range contacts of nodes to be imposed.We introduce the notion
of groups: Keeping the restriction that long-range links can only connect two nodes differing in exactly one coordinate, the
set of nodes is partitioned into (random) sets, called groups; all nodes belonging to the same group are subjected to the
same additional restrictions in the choice of long-range contacts.
We show that a logarithmic (in the number of nodes) number of different groups is sufficient to ensure that the SW
property holds for the resulting graph. Namely, we analyze the routing performances of Greedy, Indirect and Neighbor-
of-Neighbor (NoN) routing strategies in dependence of the number of groups. In particular, when the number of groups
is logarithmic in the size of the network, all the routing strategies attain the same performances as in Kleinberg’s original
model.
The proposednetworkmodel requires only log c+log s = O(log log n) randombits to establish all the long-range contacts
of each node – where n is the number of nodes in the network, s is network’s dimension and c is the number of groups –
instead of theΩ(log n) random bits required in the original Kleinberg construction.
2 The original work of Kleinberg considers an s-dimensional undirected grid augmented with long-range links. For the sake of simplicity throughout this
paper we will focus on tori; however all results can be easily extend to grids.
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Table 1
Performance of variants of greedy routing (see Section 2.1 for more details). Toroidal grids having n nodes, s dimensions and q long-range contacts are
considered: K(n, s, q) (Kleinberg-Small-World network K(n, s, q, p) with probability p(d) proportional to d−s , cf. Definition 1), R(n, s, q) (Restricted-
Small-World network, cf. Definition 2),Rc(n, s, q) (Small-World network with groups, cf. Definition 3).
Paper Routing Avg #steps Network Random bits
[14] Greedy O((log2 n)/q) K(n, s, q) Ω(q log n)
[1,21] Greedy Ω((log2 n)/q) K(n, s, q) Ω(q log n)
[10,21] IR O((log1+1/s n)/(q1/s)) K(n, s, q) Ω(q log n)
[10,21] IR Ω(log1+1/s n) K(n, s, q) Ω(q log n)
[19,20] NoN O((log2 n)/(q log q)) K(n, s, q) Ω(q log n)
This paper Greedy O
(
log s
s · log
2 n
q
)
R(n, s, q) O
(
q
( log n
s + log log n
))
This paper Greedy O
(
log s
s · log
2 n
q
)
Rc(n, s, q) log c + log s
This paper IR O((log1+1/s n)/(q1/s)) R(n, s, q) O
(
q
( log n
s + log log n
))
This paper IR O((log1+1/s n)/(q1/s)) Rc(n, s, q) log c + log s
This paper NoN O((log2 n)/(q log q)) R(n, s, q) O
(
q
( log n
s + log log n
))
This paper NoN O((log2 n)/(q log q)) Rc(n, s, q) log c + log s
We also provide a lower bound on the performance of any network having degree O(log n) and c groups, showing that
our construction is asymptotically optimal.
The main results presented in this paper, together with those known for the original Kleinberg model, are summarized
in Table 1.
2. Preliminary notation and definitions
Consider an s-dimensional toroidal grid {0, . . . ,m− 1}s, having n = ms nodes 〈u1, . . . , us〉, with ui ∈ {0, . . . ,m− 1} for
i = 1, . . . , s.
The undirected distance d(u, v), between two points u = 〈u1, . . . , us〉 and v = 〈v1, . . . , vs〉 on the toroidal grid, is
defined as3
d(u, v) def=
s∑
i=1
min(vi 	 ui, ui 	 vi). (1)
As said before, while the original Kleinberg’smodelwas based on a bidirectional grid, we assume that the interconnection
is formed by a bidirectional torus. In most cases, for the sake of simplicity, we will route using only one direction on each
dimension; to this purpose we will make use of the directed distance metric
Ed(u, v) def=
s∑
i=1
vi 	 ui.
All results can be easily re-obtained, by using for routing the appropriate undirected distance metric whenever Ed occurs,
both on tori (using d as defined in (1)) and on grids (i.e. with no wrap-around).
Definition 1 (Kleinberg-Small-World Network). A Kleinberg-Small-World network K(n, s, q, p) is a bidirectional s-
dimensional toroidal grid {0, . . . ,m− 1}s where each node maintains two types of connections:
short-range contacts (2s bidirectional connections): Each node has a connection to every other node at distance 1 on
the grid;
long-range contacts (q unidirectional connections): Each node u establishes q > 0 pairwise independent directed links
according to the probability distribution p (on the integers): each link has endpoint v with probability p(d(u, v)).
All reported results on Kleinberg’s model assume p(d) proportional to d−s with normalization factor
∑
v d(u, v)
−s.
Observation 1. Analyzing the probability distribution p(d) = (ds∑v d(u, v)−s)−1, it is easy to observe that a Kleinberg-Small-
World network requiresΩ(log n) random bits for establishing each long-range contact, that is,Ω(q log n) random bits for each
node.
In the following we will denote by:
• N(u) the neighborhood of u, that is, the set of the 2s neighbors of u on the s-dimensional toroidal grid;
• Nr(u) = {v | d(u, v) ≤ r} the ball of radius r and center u on the s-dimensional toroidal grid;
• L(u) the set of the q long-range contacts of node u;
3 Throughout this paper,⊕ and	 represent the math operations+ and−modulom.
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• Lr(u) =⋃v∈Nr (u) L(v) the set of all long-range contacts of nodes in Nr(u);
• L2(u) =⋃v∈L(u)∪{u} L(v) the set of long-range contacts of the long-range contacts of u.
It has been shown that |Nr(u)| corresponds to the Delannoy number dr,s (which originally counts the number of paths
from (0, 0) to (r, s) on a two-dimensional lattice, in which only east, north, and northeast steps are allowed – i.e.,→, ↑ ,
and↗) [24]. Such values can be expressed as
|Nr(u)| = 2
s
s! · r
s + ν(r), (2)
where ν(r) is a positive polynomial of degree s− 1 [5,16].
2.1. Routing strategies
Consider a SW network K(n, s, q, p). We shortly review the routing strategies, adopted in the Small-World related
literature, that will be subsequently used in this paper. We denote by u the node currently holding the message and by
t the target node.
Greedy Routing uses only the local knowledge of u: a message is forwarded along the link (either short or long) that brings
it to the node which is closest to the target t (with respect to some metric distance).
Indirect greedy routing [10,21] and Neighbor-of-Neighbor greedy routing [19,20] are obtained through an additional
topological awareness given to the nodes: Each node u is in fact aware of the long-range contacts of some other nodes.
Known results for these strategies are summarized in Fig. 1.
Indirect Greedy Routing (IR) assumes that node u is aware of the long-range contacts of each node at distance at most r
from u on the grid, for some r > 0 (cf. Fig. 1). Formally, IR entails the following decision: Among the nodes in Lr(u) ∪ N(u)
(e.g., among the nodes having distance at most r from u and their long-range contacts), assume that z is the closest to the
target (with respect to the metric distance Ed): If z ∈ L(u) ∪ N(u) then route the message from u to z directly; otherwise, let
z ∈ L(v) (v ∈ Nr(u) for some v 6= u) and route the message from u to z via v.
Neighbor-of-Neighbor Greedy Routing (NoN) assumes that each node knows its long-range contacts and the long-range
contacts of each of its neighbors. Herewe restrict ourselves to consider only the long-range contacts of nodes in L(u). Indeed,
this will be sufficient to get the improvements over greedy routing assured by NoN. Formally, a NoN greedy step entails the
following decision: Among the nodes in L2(u) ∪ N(u), let z be the closest to the target (with respect to the metric distance
Ed): If z ∈ L(u) ∪ N(u) then route the message from u to z directly; otherwise, let z ∈ L(v) (v ∈ L(u) for some v 6= u) and
route the message from u to z via v.
3. Restricted-Small-World networks
We allow each node to make long-range connections only with nodes that differ from it in exactly one coordinate. A
connection between two nodes u and v is created with probability proportional to (Ed(u, v))−1. This probability is
p(Ed(u, v)) = 1
λEd(u, v) ,
where λ is the normalized coefficient,
λ = s
m∑
j=1
1
j
≈ ln n. (3)
Different connections are established by independent trials.
Definition 2 (Restricted-Small-World Network). A Restricted-Small-World network (R(n, s, q)), is a network K(n, s, q, p)
with probability distribution p such that, for any u and v, the probability of having a long-range link from u to v is
p(Ed(u, v)) =
{
1
λEd(u,v) if u and v differ in exactly one dimension
0 otherwise,
where λ is defined in (3).
It is immediate to see that any outgoing link goes along dimension iwith probability 1/s, for i = 1, . . . , s.
Analyzing the probability distribution defined above, it is easy to show that a Restricted-Small-World network requires
at most O
( log n
s + log s
)
random bits for establishing each long-range contact.
Wewill show that all the results obtained on Kleinberg’s SW networks [10,14,20,21] can be easily proved to remain valid
in spite of the restrictions we impose on the long-range connections.
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3.1. Greedy routing
Consider a generic node u = 〈u1, . . . , us〉 ∈ {0, . . . ,m − 1}s that holds a message addressed to the target node
t = 〈t1, . . . , ts〉. For each i = 1, . . . , s, letdi denote thedirecteddistance betweenu and t ondimension i, that is, di = (ti	ui).
Part of the proofs of the following Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 follows the lines of the proof given in [19] in the case of
greedy routing on a ring with long-range connections added according to Definition 1; we report the full proof for the sake
of completeness and for later reference in this paper.
Lemma 1. Consider a Restricted-Small-World networkR(n, s, q). For any integer k ≥ 2 such that q ≤ k ln n and for a fixed value
of i, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, the probability that in one hop the node u, holding the message, is able to diminish the distance di on dimension i
to at most di/k is lower bounded by
q
2k ln n .
Proof. Fix a dimension i and an integer k ≥ 2. Let φ denote the event that the current node is able to diminish the remaining
distance, on dimension i, from di to at most di/k in one hop. We first evaluate the probability that event φ occurs. To this
aim, we notice that the probability of diminishing the distance from di to at most di/k using one long-range contact is
Ψ =
di∑
j=di(1−1/k)
p(j) ≥ di
k
· p(di) = dik ·
1
di ln n
= 1
k ln n
. (4)
Therefore, using q ≤ k ln n long-range connections, the probability that event φ occurs is
Φ ≥ 1− (1− Ψ )q ≥ Ψ q
2
≥ q
2k ln n
. 
Theorem 1. Consider a Restricted-Small-World networkR(n, s, q). For any q ≤ 2 ln n, the average path length for greedy routing
onR(n, s, q) using Ed as metric distance is O
(
log2 n
q
)
.
Proof. Both grid neighbors and long-range contacts can diminish the distance only on one dimension and each greedy hop
is independent of each other. Hence, we partition thewhole sequence of hops into s subsequence so that the ith subsequence
includes all the hops along dimension i, preserving their order in the original sequence.Wewill bound the number of hops by
upper bounding the length of each subsequence, this can be done since each node chooses its long-range contacts according
to the same probability distribution.
Consider a fixed dimension i and its corresponding sequence of hops. Let us first notice that if a suitable long-range is
found, it is always preferred to u’s local links that can only reduce the global distance by 1.
We say that a hop is successful on dimension i if the node currently holding the message is able to diminish in one hop the
distance on dimension i from its current value di to at most di/k.
By Lemma 1, the expected number of hops, that are done on dimension i before a successful one occurs, is O
(
k ln n
q
)
.
Moreover, the number of needed successful hops on dimension i is at most logkm, since di ≤ m for each i = 1, . . . , s.
If follows that the number of hops that are done on each dimension is O
(
k ln n
q · logkm
)
. By summing up on all s dimensions,
we have that the average total number of hops is
O
(
s · k ln n
q
· logm
log k
)
= O
(
k
log k
· log
2 n
q
)
. (5)
By choosing k = 2, the result follows. 
3.1.1. Improving greedy routing on high-dimensional networks
In the following we give a different greedy strategy which allows us to obtain a significant improvement, with respect
to Theorem 1, in the case of high-dimensional networks. The strategy is based on deciding each greedy hop according to
the relative gains di/d′i,where d
′
i represents the remaining distance when one hop on dimension i is performed (rather than
according to the absolute gains di − d′i considered in the standard greedy strategy).
Namely, at each step, the algorithm evaluates the gains ρi = di/d′i, for i = 1, . . . , s, and decides to progress by making
one hop on the dimension having the maximum gain, i.e., the dimension i∗ such that
ρi∗ = max ρi,
where the maximum is taken on all i = 1, 2, . . . , s such that di > 0.
Theorem 2. Consider a Restricted-Small-World networkR(n, s, q). For any q and s such that qs ≤ 4 ln n, the average path length
for greedy routing with relative gains onR(n, s, q) is O
(
log s
s · log
2 n
q
)
.
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Proof. For each i = 1, . . . , s, we say that dimension i is active if di > 2. Since the number of active dimensions decreases
(down to 0) during the routing toward the target t , we will perform the analysis in blog sc + 1 stages, where stage ` lasts
while the number of active dimensions belongs to the interval
[
2`, 2`+1
)
, for ` = blog sc, . . . , 0.
Consider now any hop performed during stage `, for some 0 ≤ ` ≤ blog sc.
If we fix any active dimension i and apply Lemma 1 with k = 2, we get that the probability of having a gain ρi ≥ 2, is lower
bounded by q4 ln n .
It follows that the probability that there exists an active dimension j such that ρj ≥ 2 is lower bounded by
1−
(
1− q
4 ln n
)2` ≥ q2`
8 ln n
,
where the inequality holds since q2` ≤ qs ≤ 4 ln n.
Therefore, the expected number of hops that are done before performing a successful hop, e.g. a hop giving a gain of 2 or
more, is O
(
log n
q2`
)
.
We notice now that during stage `, the number of active dimensions can be at most 2`+1 and that at most log di ≤ logm
successful hops can be performed on each active dimension i. Therefore, we get that the number of successes, needed to
complete stage `, is at most 2`+1 logm; therefore, each stage will last for O
(
logm log n
q
)
routing hops.
Summing up over all stages, we have that the total number of hops needed to route to the target t is O
(
logm log n
q log s
)
and the theorem holds. 
Remark 1. The above strategy based on relative gains does not provide any significant improvement for the Indirect
greedy routing considered in the following. Indeed, the additional awareness, therein available to the nodes, provides
an improvement which overcomes the improvement obtained above. Similar reasons seem to apply for the Neighbor-of-
Neighbor greedy routing. Indeed, in Section 4.5wewill show that theNeighbor-of-Neighbor greedy routing approach (based
on absolute gains) is already asymptotically optimal.
3.2. Indirect greedy routing
In order to simplify the analysis, we provide here a modified version of the Indirect greedy routing algorithm for
R(n, s, q):
Let u = 〈u1, . . . , us〉 be the current node and t = 〈t1, . . . , ts〉 the target node.
Among all the nodes u + (z − v) such that v ∈ Nr(u) and z ∈ L(v), assume that w is the closest to the target t with
respect to the metric distance Ed.
The routing step (see Fig. 1) from u tow is as follows:
(1) Ifw ∈ N(u) ∪ L(u) then route the message from u tow directly,
(2) otherwise, letw = u+ (z − v)with z ∈ L(v) for some v = 〈u1 ⊕ r1, u2 ⊕ r2, . . . , us ⊕ rs〉 ∈ Nr(u),
(2.a) first route the message from u to v (it takes
∑s
i=1 |ri| ≤ r hops),
(2.b) then use v’s long-range contact to z (1 hop),
(2.c) finally go from z to the nodew = 〈z1 	 r1, z2 	 r2, . . . , zs 	 rs〉 (at most r hops).
We remark that point (2.c) can move the message away from the target node; one could easily improve the algorithm by
removing in (2.c) all the hops which go in the wrong direction. For the sake of simplicity we will analyze the algorithm as
described above.
Theorem 3. Consider a Restricted-Small-World networkR(n, s, q). If q ≤ es ln n and each node knows the long-range contacts
of its e
s ln n
q closest neighbors, then the average path length for Indirect greedy routing onR(n, s, q) is O
(
log1+1/s n
q1/s
)
.
Proof. Let us notice that each routing step diminishes the distance only on one dimension; indeed during one step either
one makes one hop according to point (1) or the only change in the distance is due to the hop done at point (2b) using the
long-range contact of node v (cf. Fig. 1). Therefore, as in Section 3.1, we can partition the whole sequence of steps (each
having at most 2r + 1 hops) into s subsequences so that the ith subsequence includes all the routing steps that move the
message along dimension i (e.g. such that hop in (1) or (2.b) goes along dimension i), preserving their order in the original
sequence.
We evaluate now the average path length.
Consider a fixed dimension i and its corresponding subsequence of steps. Let di = ti 	 ui be the directed distance on
dimension i from the current node u to t . We first notice that in a routing step, made according to point (2) and leading from
u tow (via v and z):
(a) Wemove to v (in atmost r steps); at this point the target can be seen as the node tv = 〈t1⊕r1, t2⊕r2, . . . , ts⊕rs〉 ∈ Nr(t).
(cf. Fig. 1)
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Nr(u) Nr(t)
v
v = 〈 u1⊕ 3, u2 ⊕ (-1) 〉
u w
z
t
tv
〈0,0〉
Fig. 1. An indirect greedy routing step on top of a two-dimensional Restricted-Small-World network.
(b) The distance of tv from v on dimension i is exactly di. Hence, we can apply equation (4) between v and tv . Thus (4) gives
the probability that a link connects v to some node z at distance at most di(1− 1/k) from tv (on dimension i).
(c) Finally, point (2c) performs a move from z to w = 〈z1 	 r1, z2 	 r2, . . . , zs 	 rs〉 (node w is s.t. wj = uj for j 6= i while
on dimension i the gain on the distance from u to t is equal to that on the distance from v to tv).
We can then repeat the proof of Theorem 1 by noticing that q′ = q|Nr(u)| long-range contacts are available at each
routing step. Hence, as in equation (5) we get that, whenever q′ ≤ k ln n, the average total number of indirect steps
needed is O
(
s · k ln nq′ · logmlog k
)
= O
(
k ln n
q|Nr (u)| · logk n
)
. By choosing the parameter k so that q|Nr(u)| = k ln n, we have that
the expected number of indirect steps to reach the destination is O(logk n). Each step requires at most 2r + 1 hops where,
by (2), r = O
(
s
(
k ln n
q
)1/s)
.
Hence, the average path length is
O (r logk n) = O
(
s ·
(
k ln n
q
)1/s
· ln n
ln k
)
.
By choosing k = es, the result follows. 
Remark 2. Unlike in [10,21], where multiplicative factors in s are discarded in the asymptotic notation, our results are
expressed also for a non-constant number s of dimensions. In particular the results in [10,21] are obtained using an
awareness of O
(
log n
q
)
neighbors; this awareness allows us to obtain an average path length O
(
s · log1+1/s n
q1/s
)
.
3.3. NoN greedy routing
In the case of Neighbor-of-Neighbor greedy routing, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 4. Consider a Restricted-Small-World network R(n, s, q). For any q such that q ≤ log n, the average path length for
NoN routing onR(n, s, q) is O
(
log2 n
q log q
)
.
Proof. The proof of this theorem can be obtained following the lines of the more general (and complex) result of Theorem 7
in Section 4.4. 
4. Small-World networks with groups
In this section we impose stricter restrictions on the choice of long-range contacts held by the nodes in the network.
Namely, we assume that nodes are partitioned into c categories, called groups. First of all, each node randomly chooses one
of the groups to belong to; this choice is then used to establish the long-range contacts associated to that node.
In order to balance the number of long-range contacts per dimension, the number of long-range contacts, which will
be drawn along each dimension, is determined as follows: each node picks at random q mod s dimensions and assigns to
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each of them dq/se long-range contacts; on the remaining dimensions there will be exactly bq/sc long-range contacts. In
particular, when q < s there is exactly 1 long-range contact on each of the q randomly chosen dimensions and no one on
any of the remaining s− q dimensions.
Once the number of long-range contacts per dimension has been established, the actual contacts are drawn; they are
chosen according to (an approximation of) the 1-harmonic distribution, which depends on the group. Formally:
Definition 3 (Small-World Network with Groups). A Small-World network with groups (Rc(n, s, q)), is a Kleinberg-Small-
World network, where each node u computes its long-range contacts as follows:
(i) Node u chooses uniformly at random an integer σ in the set [1, s]. Then, for i = 1, . . . , s, let
qi =
{dq/se if i = (σ + j) mod s, for 1 ≤ j ≤ q mod s,
bq/sc otherwise. (6)
(ii) Node u chooses the group it belongs to by uniformly at random selecting an integer cu in the interval [0, c − 1].
(iii) For each dimension i = 1, . . . , s, such that qi > 0, and for each ` = 0, . . . , qi−1, the long-range contacts associated to
the node u are the nodes vi,`, such that, u and vi,` differ in dimension i only and Ed(u, vi,`) =
⌊
γ
`+ cuc
i
⌋
, where γi denotes
a real number satisfying ln γi = (lnm)/qi.
Remark. A Small-World network with groups can be also seen as a network K(n, s, q, p) with probability distribution p
such that for each node u and integer j, with 1 ≤ j ≤ q, the jth long-range link from u has endpoint v at distance Ed(u, v)
with probability
p(Ed(u, v)) =

1
q if u and v differ in exactly dimension i and Ed(u, v) =
⌊
γ
`+ cuc
i
⌋
,
for some 1 ≤ i ≤ s and 0 ≤ ` ≤ qi − 1.
0 otherwise.
Observation 2. By construction, each node of a Small-World network having c groups requires only log c+ log s random bits for
establishing all of its q long-range contacts.
4.1. Routing in Small-World networks with groups
In this sectionwe show that the introduction of groups reduces the amount of randomnesswith no harm to the efficiency
of the system.
The following result will be used in the analysis of the performances of the routing strategies described in Section 2.1.
Lemma 2. Consider Small-World network with groupsRc(n, s, q). Denote by Φ the probability that a node is able to diminish
in one hop the distance to the target, on dimension i, from di to at most di/k, for some fixed integer k ≤ di/2. If q ≤ k ln n and
c ≥ 4k ln nq thenΦ ≥ q16k ln n .
Proof. Suppose themessage is at node u and the target is at directed distance Ed(u, t) = d. Without loss of generality assume
that u = 〈u1, . . . , us〉 = 〈0, . . . , 0〉 and t = 〈d1, . . . , ds〉 (where d =∑si=1 di).
For a fixed dimension i,wewant to route in one hop themessage to a nodew = 〈0, . . . , wi, . . . , 0〉with (di	wi) ≤ di/k.
There are two cases to take into consideration, depending on the relative values of q and s.
Case 1: q ≥ s.
According to (6), each dimension has at least one long-range contact.
Let b =
⌊
c
2k ln γi
⌋
, that is,
2bk ln γi ≤ c < 2(b+ 1)k ln γi. (7)
Since c ≥ 4k ln nq > 2k ln γi, we have b ≥ 1. To see why the last inequality holds, we notice that by definition of γi (cf.
Definition 3), it suffices to show that 4ks lnmq >
2k lnm
qi
, or, that q/(2s) < bq/sc, and this always holds when q ≥ s.
We denote by `∗ the smallest integer such that
⌊
γ `
∗+1
i
⌋
> di and by a∗ the smallest integer such that⌊
γ
`∗+ a∗c
i
⌋
> di. (8)
Notice that `∗ < qi (since γ
qi
i = m > di) and a∗ ≤ c .
Consider now the integers⌊
γ
`∗+ a∗−1c
i
⌋
,
⌊
γ
`∗+ a∗−2c
i
⌋
, . . . ,
⌊
γ
`∗+ a∗−bc
i
⌋
. (9)
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Each of these integers corresponds to the length of a long-range link of the current node u with probability 1/c. Indeed, by
(iii) of Definition 3 and the definitions of `∗ and a∗, we have that u has a long-range contact at distance
⌊
γ
`∗+ a∗−αc
i
⌋
if and
only if its group cu satisfies cu = (a∗ − α) mod c .
We first show that
di
(
1− 1
k
)
≤
⌊
γ
`∗+ a∗−bc
i
⌋
≤ · · · ≤
⌊
γ
`∗+ a∗−1c
i
⌋
≤ di. (10)
By definition of a∗ (see (8)), we know that
⌊
γ
`∗+ a∗−1c
i
⌋
≤ di. Hence, in order to prove (10), it suffices to show that the first
inequality holds.
Assume by contradiction that
di
(
1− 1
k
)
>
⌊
γ
`∗+ a∗−bc
i
⌋
.
By using this and (8), we get,
1− 1
k
= di(1− 1/k)
di
>
⌊
γ
`∗+ a∗−bc
i
⌋
di
≥ γ
`∗+ a∗−bc
i − 1
di
>
γ
`∗+ a∗−bc
i
γ
`∗+ a∗c
i
− 1
di
= γ− bci −
1
di
.
Recalling that k ≤ di/2, we get
1− 1
k
> γ
− bc
i −
1
2k
. (11)
From (11) it follows that c < b ln γi
ln
(
2k
2k−1
) . Using the fact that ln ( 2k2k−1 ) > 12k , we get c < 2bk ln γi which contradicts (7). Hence
(10) holds.
We want now evaluate the probability Φ that a long-range contact of u diminishes the distance on a fixed dimension i,
from di to at most di/k. Recalling that each integer in (9) corresponds to a long-range contact of uwith probability 1c , we get
Φ = 1−
(
1− 1
c
)b
≥ b
2c
>
b
4(b+ 1)k ln γi ≥
q
16k ln n
.
Case 2: q < s.
Consider a dimension i′ with exactly one long-range contact.
Let b′ =
⌊
c
2k lnm
⌋
(i.e. 2b′k lnm ≤ c < 2(b′ + 1)k lnm). Since c ≥ 4k ln nq > 2k lnm,we have that b′ ≥ 1.
Using the same arguments as in Case 1, one can show that the probabilityΨi′ that the long-range contact of u diminishes
the distance on dimension i′, from di′ to at most di′/k is
Ψi′ = 1−
(
1− 1
c
)b′
≥ b
′
2c
>
b′
4(b′ + 1)k lnm ≥
1
8k lnm
.
Overall, the probabilityΦ that the long-range contact diminishes the distance on fixed dimension i, from di to at most di/k
is
Φ = q
s
· Ψi′ ≥ q8k ln n . 
4.2. Greedy routing
Theorem 5. Consider a Small-World network with groupsRc(n, s, q). If q ≤ 2 ln n and c ≥ 8 ln nq , then the average path length
for greedy routing onRc(n, s, q) is O
(
log2 n
q
)
.
Proof. By following the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1, we only need to show that Φ ≥ q
α log n , for some
constant α,whereΦ denotes the probability that the current node is able to halve the distance on a fixed dimension i. Using
Lemma 2 with k = 2 we obtain the desired value. 
Using the same argument of the proof above one can easily adapt the proof of Theorem 2 in order to obtain the following
result on greedy routing with relative gains.
Theorem 6. Consider a Small-World network with groupsRc(n, s, q). For any q, s and c such that qs ≤ 4 ln n and c ≥ 8 ln nq , the
average path length for greedy routing with relative gain onRc(n, s, q) is O
(
log2 n
q · log ss
)
.
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4.3. Indirect greedy routing
Consider an indirect greedy routing step as described in Section 3.2. Let u be the node currently holding the message.
Consider an integer r such that Nr(u) contains a set Nc ⊆ Nr(u) of nodes which belong to pairwise different groups with
|Nc | = Ω
(
k ln n
q
)
. Fix any dimension i for which the distance from u to the target on dimension i is di > r (otherwise we
route on this dimension using short-range links).
For each node in Nc , consider the event that one of its long-range contacts allows us to diminish in one indirect step the
distance on dimension i from di to at most di/k. Then applying Lemma 2, with c = 4k ln nq , the probability that a generic node
in Nc is able to diminish, with one indirect step, the distance to the target on dimension i, from di to at most di/k is
q
16k ln n ;
since nodes in Nc belong to different groups, such events are independent. Therefore, the overall probability that at least
one node in Nc is able to diminish, with one indirect step, the distance to the target on dimension i, from di to at most di/k
is constant.
Moreover, if c ≥ 4k ln nq and |Nr(u)| ≥ k ln nq (using Chernoff’s bound) we have |Nc | = Ω
(
k ln n
q
)
with probability larger
than 1− e− k ln nαq , for some constant α. We can repeat the proof of Theorem 3 by noticing that q|Nc | long-range contacts are
available at each greedy step. Hence, we can reach the destination using O(logk n) indirect greedy routing steps. Therefore,
since r = O
(
s
(
k ln n
q
)1/s)
, choosing k = es, the average path length is the same as for Restricted-Small-World.
Corollary 1. Consider a Small-World network with groupsRc(n, s, q). If q ≤ es ln n, c ≥ 4es ln nq and each node knows the long-
range contacts of its e
s ln n
q closest neighbors, then the average path length for Indirect greedy routing onRc(n, s, q) is O
(
log1+1/s n
q1/s
)
.
Remark. We observe that in this case, in order to have only O(log log n) random bits, the value of s should be assumed to
be upper bounded by log log n. However, this is not a severe constraint since it makes no sense to consider the performance
of a greedy routing approach when each node is aware of a big portion of the network (that is, more than polylogarithmic
in the network size).
4.4. NoN greedy routing
In order to be able to analyze NoN greedy routing in SW networks with groups, we need the following auxiliary result.
Consider a node u = 〈u1, . . . , us〉 that holds a message addressed to the target node t = 〈t1, . . . , ts〉 at directed distance
d = ∑si=1 di, where di denotes the directed distance between u and t on dimension i, that is, di = (ti 	 ui), for each
i = 1, . . . , s.
Lemma 3. Consider a Small-World network with groups Rc(n, s, q) with 1 < q ≤ log n and c > 8 ln nlog q . Let k =
⌊
q
log q
⌋
and
R = {j | 1 ≤ j ≤ s, dj > 0}.
Denote by φ the event that for a fixed value of i ∈ R, the node u holding the message is able to diminish the remaining distance di,
on dimension i, to at most di/k in two hops.
If
∑
j∈R log dj >
log n
log q , then the probability that the event φ occurs isΦ = Ω
(
q
log n
)
.
Proof. Consider a fixed dimension i ∈ R.
Let Ψ denote the probability that the node u currently holding the message has a link to a node having distance at most
di/k from t in dimension i. Recalling that k = bq/ log qc , we have c > 8 ln nlog q ≥ 8k ln nq . By this and Lemma 2, we can easily
derive that
Ψ ≥ q
16k log n
. (12)
Let P = {v ∈ L(u) | Ed(v, t) ≤ Ed(u, t)}. By construction, each long-range contact v ∈ P differs from u only on one
dimension, hence following the long-range link from u to v one modifies the distance to the target only on one dimension.
It follows that
P = {v ∈ L(u) | there exists j ∈ R s.t. Ed(u, v) = vj 	 uj ≤ dj}.
First we will bound the size of P . There are two cases to consider depending on the relative values of q and s.
Case 1: q ≥ s.
For each dimension j ∈ R and integer a ≤ bc log dj/ log γjc, let vj,a be the node differing from u in dimension j only such
that Ed(u, vj,a) =
⌊
γ
a/c
j
⌋
. The following properties hold:
(a) If a ≤ c log dj/ log γj then Ed(u, vj,a) =
⌊
γ
a/c
j
⌋
≤
(
γ
1/c
j
)a ≤ dj.
(b) vj,a is an u’s long-range contact with probability 1/c.
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To see (b), we notice that by using (iii) of Definition 3, vj,a is a long-range contact of u iff cu = a mod c; (b) follows since cu
is uniformly chosen among 0, . . . , c − 1.
By (a) and (b), we have that the node vj,a ∈ P with probability 1/c , for each a = 0, . . . , bc log dj/ log γjc.
By summing up on each dimension j ∈ R, we have that the expected size of P satisfies
|P| ≥
∑
j∈R
bc log dj/ log γjc + 1
c
≥
∑
j∈R
c log dj/ log γj
c
=
∑
j∈R
log dj
log γj
=
∑
j∈R
qj log dj
logm
≥
∑
j∈R
bq/sc log dj
logm
>
q
2 log n
∑
j∈R
log dj >
q
2 log q
,
where the inequalities hold since we know that log γj = (logm)/qj, qj ≥ bq/sc, and q/(2s) < bq/scwhen q ≥ s.
Case 2: q < s.
For each dimension j ∈ R holding one of u’s long-range contacts, and for each a ≤ bc log dj/ logmc let vj,a be the node
such that, u and vj,a differ in dimension j only and Ed(u, vj,a) =
⌊
ma/c
⌋
.
We first notice that if
(
m1/c
)a ≤ dj then Ed(u, vj,a) = ⌊ma/c⌋ ≤ (m1/c)a ≤ dj.
Moreover, according to (6), node u has one of its long-range contacts along dimension j with probability q/s, for any
j = 1, . . . , s. Finally, by (iii) of Definition 3, we know that vj,a is an u’s long-range contact iff cu = a. Allover, we obtain that
vj,a ∈ P with probability qsc , for each a = 0, . . . , bc log dj/ logmc.
Therefore, the expected number of u’s long-range contacts on dimension j having distance at most dj from t are at least
q(bc log dj/ logmc + 1)/sc .
By summing up on each dimension j ∈ Rwe have that the expected size of P satisfies
|P| ≥
∑
j∈R
q
sc
(⌊
c
log dj
logm
⌋
+ 1
)
≥
∑
j∈R
q
s
log dj
logm
≥ q
log n
∑
j∈R
log dj >
q
log q
.
Consequently (using the Chernoff bound [22]) we have that |P| = Ω
(
q
log q
)
with probability larger than 1− e− qα log q for
some constant α.
Let Pc ⊆ P a maximal subset of nodes which belong to different groups, using c > 8 ln nlog q we have |Pc | = Ω
(
q
log q
)
.
We remark that when a long-range is drawn along dimension j the distance along any other dimension does not change.
Therefore, if we consider a long-range contact in Pc both along distance i or any j 6= i we have that the remaining distance
along dimension i is at most di.
Since nodes in Pc belong to different groups, the events that one of them has a link at distance at most di/k from t in
dimension i are independent from one node to another. Hence, we can apply equation (12) to have that the probability that
there exist one node in Pc that has a link at distance at most di/k from t in dimension i is
Φ ≥ 1− (1− Ψ )|Pc | ≥ Ω
(
q
k log n
· q
log q
)
= Ω
(
q
log n
)
,
where the inequality holds since Ψ · |Pc | < 1. 
Theorem 7. Consider a Small-World network with groups Rc(n, s, q). If 1 < q ≤ log n and c > 8 ln nlog q , then the average path
length for Neighbor-of-Neighbor greedy routing onRc(n, s, q) is O
(
log2 n
q log q
)
.
Proof. There are two cases to take into consideration depending on the distance d = ∑j∈R dj from the node u currently
holding the message to the target t .
Case 1:
∑
j∈R log dj ≤ log nlog q .
The remaining distance can be covered using greedy routing. Since c > 8 ln nlog q , using Lemma 2with k = 2we know that the
probability that the current node is able to diminish the distance along the dimension j from dj to dj/2 in one hop is lower
bounded by q32 log n .
Then the expected number of required hops is
32 log n
q
∑
j∈R
log dj = O
(
log2 n
q log q
)
.
Case 2:
∑
j∈R log dj >
log n
log q . By Lemma 3, the expected number of nodes encountered before a successful event φ occurs is
O
(
log n
q
)
. Since on each dimension j the initial distance is dj, the maximum number of times the remaining distance could
possibly be diminished is logk dj. Therefore since dj < m, it follows that the average number of hops we need on each
dimension is O
(
logm
log
(
q
log q
) log n
q
)
and consequently the average path length is O
(
log2 n
q log q
)
. Thus, in O
(
log2 n
q log q
)
hops, the distance
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is decreased to d∗, where
∑
j∈R log d
∗
i ≤ log nlog q , and we have reduced case 2 into case 1. Hence, the average total number of
hops needed is O
(
log2 n
q log q
)
. 
4.5. A lower bound
In this section we present a lower bound on the diameter and the average distance of any Small-World network with
groupsRc(n, s, q) having c groups and O(log n) degree.
Definition 4 (Uniform Grid Networks [3]). Consider a bidirectional s-dimensional toroidal grid ({0, . . . ,m− 1}s) aug-
mented with q long-range contacts for each node; call K the resulting graph. K is called uniform iff there exist q vectors
(a.k.a. long-range contact distances) xi = 〈xi1 , . . . xis〉, such that, each node v = 〈v1, . . . , vs〉 ∈ K has exactly q long-range
contacts to nodeswi = 〈v1 ⊕ xi1 , . . . , vs ⊕ xis〉 for i = 1, . . . , q.
The following Lemmas were proved in [3]
Lemma 4. [3] Let c be any function such that 2 ≤ c ≤ log n. The diameter of any uniform network having degree O(c log n) is
Ω(logc n).
Lemma 5. [3] The average path length of any uniform network having degree δ(n) and diameter d(n) = O(δ(n)) isΩ(d(n)).
Theorem 8. A Small-World network with groups (Rc(n, s, q)), having c ≥ 2 groups and degree q + 2s = O(log n) has both
diameter and average (shortest) path length lower bounded byΩ (logc n) .
Proof. We consider a generic Small-World network having c ≥ 2 groups, n nodes, and degree δ′ = q+ 2s.
Let K be the network obtained by augmenting K in such away that each node in K maintains cq+2s connections. Namely,
each node u has all the q connections corresponding to its membership to group `, for each ` = 0, . . . , c − 1.
We denote by δ and d(n), respectively, the degree and the diameter of K . Obviously δ = cq+ 2s = O(c log n).
It is easy to observe that: (a) K is a uniform grid network (all the nodes maintain δ symmetric connections); (b) K has
diameter and average path length smaller than K (K is in fact obtained by adding some connection to K ). Hence, in order to
bound the diameter of K (with degree δ′), we can apply to K (with degree δ) the lower bound given in Lemma 4. Moreover,
by Lemma 5, we get that the same bound holds on the average path length of K . 
Corollary 2. The optimal path length (that is O(log n/ log log n)) on a Small-World network with groups (Rc(n, s, q)), having
q+ 2s = O(log n), can be obtained only using at leastΩ(log n/ log log n) groups.
5. Conclusions
Theorems 5 and 7 answer positively to our initial question:Do the long-range contacts really need to be completely random,
or some ‘‘long-range clustering’’ could instead be envisaged in such a ‘‘navigable’’ network? In a sense, we show that it is
not necessary to use a completely heterogeneous network in order to obtain a SW. Indeed, such result can be obtained
using a limited amount of heterogeneity, namely only O(log n/ log q) groups. Theorem 8 shows that our construction is
asymptotically optimal –when the degree isO(log n) – in the sense that in order to obtain the sameperformance as Kleinberg
networks, any network requires at leastΩ(log n/ log log n) groups.
Moreover, a Small-World network having c groups requires only log c+ log s random bits, for establishing all the q long-
range contacts of each node – where n is the number of nodes in the network, s is network’s dimension (notice that when
s is close to log n it makes no sense to augment the network, since the diameter is already small) and c is the number of
groups – instead ofΩ(q log n) required in the original Kleinberg construction.
In addition to their theoretical interest, such networks can be used toward the design of efficient, as well as easy to
implement, network infrastructures based on the SW approach. Diminishing the amount of randomness used for random
links increases the clustering of the network. Hence, one can get interconnected networks which, in addition to possessing
convenient graph properties (such as low average path length and degree) and besides providing efficient and easy routing
algorithms (as offered by Kleinberg’s model) offer an increased resilience to simultaneous node failures and tolerance to hot
spot workload (due to a higher clustering).
As a consequence of limiting the range in which a node can choose its long-range contacts, the analysis of some Small-
World properties becomes easier. It also allows us to provide results without any hidden factor (depending on s) (cf.
Remark 2).
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